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AbStrAct  Studies of market liberalization implemented as part of structural adjustment 
programs (SAps) have generally noted the strong impacts of these policies on agrarian life 
and the lives of local people. however, analyses of how market liberalization has affected 
local life have tended to present an image of “passive peasants.” in this paper, i focus on the 
logic of local people who have responded actively to changing conditions brought about by 
new agricultural policies through a case study of bemba villages in Zambia. currently, vil-
lagers are evaluating newly introduced crops and new agricultural techniques, and reevaluat-
ing their indigenous cultivation system. i also discuss the process of change in the indigenous 
cultivation system, and societal effects of the introduction of market liberalization. 
Key Words: bemba; indigenous agricultural system; Market liberalization; villagers’ logic; 
leveling mechanism. 
introduction
following the 1981 berg report (World bank, 1981), new policy reforms 
were initiated in many sub-Saharan African countries. there was a major shift 
towards market liberalization and away from the government control that had 
been common in most of sub-Saharan Africa. during the 1990s, the trend 
towards market liberalization accelerated as part of the rapid globalization of 
the world economy. the new economic structure inevitably impacted agricultural 
policies, and numerous studies have examined the effects of macroeconomic 
changes on local economies and agrarian life. over the last decade, many stud-
ies have argued that structural adjustment programs (SAps) have strongly 
impacted agrarian life; however, these studies have also tended to present farm-
ers as “passive peasants.” 
in Zambia, agricultural policy change, including the agricultural moderniza-
tion program in the 1980s and the SAp in the early 1990s, has greatly affected 
local agricultural systems in rural areas and shaken the basis of agrarian life. 
however, it is necessary to examine the self-motivation of local people as well 
as sustainable directions for agricultural development. one key way to address 
these issues is through the “peoples’ science” approach based on “ecological 
particularism,” as argued by richards (1985). 
here, i examine the following questions. how well have local people accepted 
agricultural policy changes? What kind of empirical knowledge have they accu-
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mulated over 20 years of change? how has this knowledge affected their stan-
dards of evaluation? i focus on the bemba villages of Zambia, where my col-
leagues and i have conducted research for 18 years. Analyzing the dynamics of 
agrarian change as affected by market liberalization is central to my concern 
of understanding local agricultural systems and social changes. As part of this 
goal, observing changes in indigenous agricultural systems is critical, as is anal-
ysis of the logic that people employ to evaluate newly introduced crops, tech-
niques, and cultivation systems, and to reevaluate their local agricultural system. 
the aim of this paper is to analyze the process of change in bemba villages 
and to clarify how villagers evaluate newly introduced crops and agricultural 
techniques in relation to their re-evaluations of the indigenous cultivation sys-
tem. 
reSeArch AreA
i. bemba-land and villages observed
bemba-land is situated on a plateau in northern province, Zambia. the land 
cover consists mainly of Miombo woodlands, characterized by low tree density 
and poor soil fertility. the bemba have developed a unique shifting cultivation 
Fig. 1.  research area
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system called citemene.(1)  they are also well known for their matrilineal society 
and their powerful kingdom prior to british colonization (richards, 1939, 1940; 
Allan, 1965; roberts, 1973).
Since 1983, my colleagues and i have studied the ecological anthropology 
of the bemba villages in chief luchembe’s area of the Mpika district. our 
research has mainly been based at M-village, located about 30 km west of 
Mpika township (fig. 1). Mr. M, a village senior, founded the village in 1958. 
At the time of its establishment, the village was small, consisting of only ten 
households.
the core members of the village are the matri-kin of Mr. M, the village 
headman. there is another village called n-village that neighbors M-village. 
these two villages have close mutual relationships both in terms of economy 
and social life. therefore in this paper, i focus on M-village as well as neigh-
boring n-village.(2)
When we started our research in 1983, M-village was still small, with only 
13 households (fig. 2). of these 13, three were headed by a female. because 
the divorce rate is rather high in bemba villages, as is typical of matrilineal 
societies, between one and four of every ten households in a village is female-
headed. in n-village, there were 30 households, of which 10 were female-
headed. Although most villagers had some experience of city life, they main-
tained a subsistence economy with strong reliance on the citemene system 
(Kakeya & Sugiyama, 1985; Sugiyama, 1987).
the citemene system is unique in its cultivation and crop rotation meth-
ods. first, men climb trees to lop off branches, leaving the trunks uncut. When 
these branches are adequately dry, women carry the branches to the center of 
the clearing and pile them concentrically. the pile is burned just before the 
rainy season starts. In the field, crop rotation is maintained as follows. In the 
first year, finger millet, the main staple food crop of the Bemba, is harvested. 
in the second year, groundnuts and bambara nuts are planted. in the third and 
fourth years, cassava, which was planted in the first year, is harvested. In the 
fifth year, small mounds are made in part of the citemene field for planting and 
harvesting beans, after which the field will be abandoned and left fallow.(3)
the basic unit of production is a household. there is a clear division of 
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Fig. 2.  Kinship relations of M-village in 1983
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apart from cutting trees for citemene fields and sawing finger millet. Instead, 
they often go hunting to obtain animal protein and peddle finger millet to earn 
cash. Women engage in most of the citemene agricultural work and in gather-
ing wild food items. in other words, women play the major role in maintaining 
agricultural self-sufficiency, while men’s role is to obtain cash and animal pro-
tein.
the level of production generally corresponds to the composition of a house-
hold. A household with abundant male labor can open up a citemene field that 
is bigger than that needed to maintain household consumption. the husband 
can then peddle any harvest surplus (usually of finger millet) to earn cash. On 
the other hand, female-headed households with a shortage of male labor are 
deprived of such opportunities. however, if they could open their own citemene 
fields, they would have few economic difficulties. Matrilineal and daily social 
networks support them in securing male labor for cutting trees for citemene. 
Several customs such as communal labor and bride-service have ensured that 
female-headed household heads can obtain the minimum male labor necessary 
to cut their citemene fields. To earn cash, female household heads brew and sell 
finger millet beer, which usually prompts village-wide beer parties. 
the villagers traditionally maintained socioeconomic mechanisms for sharing 
and consumption that promoted a leveling of cash and goods among the peo-
ple. Although a quarter to a third of village households were generally headed 
by women, little economic disparity or class division among households devel-
oped. the level of production never greatly exceeded that necessary for self-
sufficiency.
however, policy changes such as the encouragement of hybrid maize cultiva-
tion in the mid-1980s and market liberalization following the SAp in the 1990s 
have strongly affected the local cultivation system and village life. from about 
1985, maize production using chemical fertilizers rapidly spread in the area and 
became known as faamu cultivation. Faamu is labor intensive because the vil-
lagers have to fell and uproot trees to prepare semi-permanent fields. By the 
beginning of the 1990s, most villagers had started to build a stable system in 
which citemene cultivation for subsistence coexisted with faamu cultivation for 
cash income. 
from the mid-1990s, economic policies such as the SAp shifted towards mar-
ket liberalization. Agricultural subsidies were discontinued, and the distribution 
of agricultural products was relegated to privatized companies. in remote areas 
such as northern province, faamu cultivation ceased to be viable. villagers 
firmly upheld citemene cultivation while seeking, through trial and error, oppor-
tunities for cash income to replace that from faamu cultivation. five periods are 
evident in the changes in the villages over a 20-year period (1983–2005): 1) 
subsistence economy based on citemene cultivation, 2) spread of faamu cultiva-
tion, 3) expansion of faamu cultivation, 4) return to citemene, and 5) search for 
a new livelihood strategy, as shown on table 1.(4) 
the following sections discuss Zambian agricultural policy changes, the char-
acteristics of these five periods, the process of change, and villagers’ logical 
assessments of changes and their consequent responses.
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Table 1. five periods of change
1
Year Period
–1985 Subsistence economy based on citemene
1986 –1990 Spread of faamu cultivation
1991 –1994 Expansion of faamu cultivation
1995 –1999 Return to citemene cultivation
2000 – Search for a new livelihood strategy
Year Agricultural policy Mpika District Villages









Late 1970s Agricultural policy change
Early 1980s Subsidies for chemical
fertilizers, maize seeds
Price control by the
government






1985 Loan system of chemical
fertilizer, maize seed
Loan system of chemical
fertilizer, maize seed
1986 Maize cultivation boom
1991 President Chiluba declared
to proceed the Structural
Adjustment Program
Introduction of new











1994 Agricultural credit manage
program














* Tanzania–Zambia Railway Authority
** Mpika Foundation for Sustainable Development
Table 2.  Zambian agricultural policy change and the bemba village
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AgriculturAl policy chAngeS And the citeMene SySteM
table 2 outlines changes in Zambian agricultural policy. before independence, 
the colonial government focused on developing industrial mines and mine towns 
in copperbelt province and central province. development of agrarian life in 
northern province had long been outside the scope of the colonial govern-
ment. northern province was regarded primarily as a source of labor for the 
mines. by the 1930s, labor migration from northern province to the industrial 
mines had become common (Kodamaya, 1993, 1995, 1999; Moore & vaughan, 
1994; valdes & Muir-leresche, 1993). M-village was started by a migrant who 
had worked for the copper mines. the socioeconomic structure of northern 
rhodesia (now Zambia) resulted in a low population density in northern 
province. despite repeated government prohibition of citemene cultivation, the 
government eventually contributed to maintaining the ecological basis sustaining 
citemene cultivation, which utilizes woodlands widely and sparingly.
After independence in 1964, the Zambian government inherited the basic eco-
nomic policies of the colonial government. however, plummeting international 
copper prices in the late 1970s necessitated policy changes. president Kaunda 
declared the importance of an agricultural development policy and of improve-
ment of agricultural production with a modernized production system, which 
would enable Zambia to export agricultural products to support the state bud-
get. from the late 1970s to the early 1980s, a new pricing policy for agricul-
tural products and farm subsidies induced rapid expansion of maize cultivation 
in northern province. distribution of agricultural products was completely under 
the government’s control. 
the state’s farm construction project also expanded, coupled with the “back 
to homelands” plan to encourage urban dwellers to move back to rural areas 
to increase agricultural manpower. in the Mpika district, the former chief 
luchembe agreed to construct a state farm along the Kanchibiya river, where 
villagers used to maintain their citemene fields.
in 1985, a loan system for chemical fertilizers and hybrid maize seeds was 
introduced. Several young male villagers, seeking an effective way to earn cash, 
took the loans to start cultivating hybrid maize in what they called faamu cul-
tivation.(5) Faamu cultivation soon proved highly profitable. Within a few years, 
most of the young male villagers were engaging in faamu cultivation, which 
caused a general shortage of male labor for female-headed households, and 
brought about a rise in wages for males.
With the government transition in 1991, the iMf-led structural adjustment 
program was embraced to promote the introduction of market-economy princi-
ples and market liberalization. financial support for the equipment needed for 
faamu cultivation was gradually phased out, and policies shifted to offer less 
and less price supports for agricultural products. 
the distribution of agricultural products was completely deregulated in 1997. 
Faamu cultivation in Northern Province became unprofitable and was abandoned 
by most villagers. the state farm construction project of the Mpika district 
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was reformed into the tanzania-Zambia railway Authority (tAZArA) corridor 
development plan, and the project area was expanded to include the Miombo 
woodland near the villages.
Market liberalization of agricultural products and enclosure of the woodland 
by the tAZArA corridor project exerted pressure on the villagers and their 
choice of subsistence activities.
SubSiStence econoMy bASed on citeMene cultivAtion
table 3 shows the characteristics of each period and the corresponding cul-
tivation systems. the era of a subsistence economy based on citemene cultiva-
tion continued up to 1985. When we started our research in 1983, the villagers 
cultivated citemene fields and ibala, a kind of indigenous mound-type cultiva-
tion field. Around the edges of citemene fields, long mounds called mpomboloke 
were made to plant sweet potatoes, pumpkins, and edible gourds. the villagers 
lived on the crops from citemene cultivation in addition to game and other wild 
animals and plants. They maintained self-sufficiency while earning cash by ped-
dling finger millet and selling finger millet beer that they prepared themselves.
A division of labor was clearly observed. Men engaged only in the agri-
cultural activities of cutting branches for citemene field preparation and plant-
ing finger millet; their main role was to obtain animal protein through hunting 
Table 3.  periods of change and cultivation patterns 
1






1986–1990 Spread of faamu
cultivation
Citemene, faamu.
Long mounds and ibala
disappeared
Crop rotation shortened.
Economic disparity among households
Stagnation of cash circulation
mechanism
1991–1994 Expansion of faamu
cultivation
Citemene, faamu. Introduction of new beer brewing method
Revitalization of cash circulation
mechanism
Daily cooperation unit of female
household heads





Decrease in cash income
New strategy of crop sales spread
Cooperative unit of young unmarried
men and female household heads





Several trials seeking for
new profitable crop
“Bizinesi ” sales strategy
Cooperative unit of young unmarried
men and female household heads
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and cash through peddling. Women had the substantial role of attaining self- 
sufficiency by engaging in most of the citemene agricultural work and gathering 
wild food items. in households that included men, there was more likelihood 
that they could maintain secure labor for branch cutting and obtaining animal 
protein, and cash through peddling; households without men were deprived of 
these opportunities. this could have led to economic disparity between house-
holds with different constituents. however, such disparity was leveled by a 
social leveling mechanism, the intra-village sharing of citemene products, and 
a system of consumption (Kakeya & Sugiyama, 1985; Sugiyama, 1987, 1988). 
fig. 3 shows the cash and labor circulation based on the leveling mechanism of 
this period.
Female household heads frequently made and sold finger millet beer. The 
cash that they earned was used for buying dried fish for protein and for 
employing males of other households to cut branches to establish citemene 
fields. Female household heads also brewed beer so that they could ask fel-
low villagers to work communally to help cut branches for their citemene. this 
communal labor was followed by a beer party for the whole village. it was 
possible for female-headed households to maintain a stable livelihood, as long 
as labor for cutting branches was secured. in the village society of the bemba, 
people retained an important social ethic: it is imperative for the “haves” to 
share what they have with the “have-nots.” those who did not follow this ethic 
were severely criticized by the other villagers. this ethic was reinforced by fear 
of witchcraft, and was derived from jealousy of the wealthy and enmity against 
those who refused to share. 
Men who made a lot of money would buy beer for the other villagers upon 
their demand. the wives of households with larger citemene fields would fre-
quently brew beer for free communal drinking to entertain others. the brewing 
and sale of finger millet beer was the linchpin of the system for leveling dis-
Fig. 3.  leveling mechanism in the citemene period
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parity among the households in terms of citemene products and cash earning. 
Moreover, this system was instrumental in confirming village communality. Such 
a leveling mechanism worked to control individual accumulation of goods and 
wealth and to suppress change in the village.
the SpreAd of FAAMU cultivAtion (1986–1990): expAnSion of 
econoMic diSpArity AMong houSeholdS
during the era of faamu cultivation, villagers abandoned ibala cultivation and 
the making of mpomboloke (the long mounds around the edges of the citemene 
fields) due to the general shortage of labor (Table 2). Most of the male labor 
was devoted to opening faamu fields and cultivating hybrid maize. As a result, 
the acreage of citemene fields decreased. Female-headed households suffered, as 
they had to secure male labor to cut their citemene fields. The intra-village cash 
circulation system also broke down during this era, but was later revitalized.
the era of faamu cultivation can be divided into two sub-periods: the faamu 
cultivation boom period (1986–1990) and the era of the expansion of faamu 
cultivation (1991–1994). Faamu cultivation expanded rapidly between 1986 and 
1990. in 1985, we found only two villages that had taken up faamu cultivation 
when we surveyed the 17 villages along the main road. Within a few years, 
all 17 villages had started faamu. it was during this period that the aforemen-
tioned leveling mechanism of the village worked to enhance change rather than 
to suppress it (Kakeya & Sugiyama, 1987; Sugiyama, 1992). 
While i will not discuss the details of the process here, a few pioneers 
played an important role in showing other villagers the profitability of cultivat-
ing hybrid maize in semi-permanent fields; other villagers learned from these 
pioneers by observations and daily dealings. it was around this time that the 
external situation of the villages changed dramatically with the beginning of a 
survey and road construction for the state farm. According to the construction 
plan, the state farm would encompass the Miombo woodland quite proximate to 
the village. Commodity prices rose rapidly due to inflation. Loans for chemical 
fertilizer and hybrid maize seeds were also introduced. 
in the villages of M and n, several young and middle-aged men aggressively 
utilized these loans and began faamu cultivation. At the same time, several for-
mer city dwellers began settling in the villages after retiring from jobs in cop-
perbelt province cities. they bought soap and clothes with their retirement 
money to reward villagers for cultivating large faamu fields for them. Such 
actions stimulated the wage labor necessary for faamu cultivation in exchange 
for cash and goods, which was called “piece work.” the men who started 
faamu also began to hire wage labor. thus, faamu spread rapidly, propelled by 
young and middle-aged villagers and retirees from the cities. however, the same 
process also spread economic disparity between households with male labor and 
those without.
As young and able men busied themselves cultivating faamu for their own 
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households, a general shortage and resultant rise in the wages for male labor 
in the village ensued. It became hard for female household heads to find men 
to cut branches for their citemene cultivation. Background inflation drove down 
the sales of finger millet beer, formerly the main cash source for women. The 
intra-village cash flow degenerated. Female household heads became laborers for 
large faamu owners instead of cultivating their own faamu, and were paid in 
cash or maize. As a consequence, households with ample male labor that had 
a head start in faamu cultivation increasingly profited, using female labor to 
expand their fields for more profit, whereas female household heads were left.
expAnSion of FAAMU cultivAtion (1991–1994): trAnSlAtion of 
MAiZe into dAily food And revitAliZAtion of the leveling 
MechAniSM 
the conditions mentioned above did not last. hybrid maize started to be 
incorporated as a daily food staple as faamu cultivation spread. through their 
employment as faamu labor, female household heads earned hybrid maize, 
which they cooked for daily meals. hybrid maize was once considered a “cash 
crop.” it was regarded as shameful to ask for maize to be shared as it corre-
sponded to begging for cash. this symbolic status of hybrid maize interrupted 
the circulation of agricultural products in the intra-village sharing system. how-
ever, since it became common to eat maize in daily life, the villagers easily 
translated its symbolic value from “cash” to a “food” to be shared. the people 
started to share hybrid maize produced in the faamu fields, which eventually 
helped lessen the economic disparity between households (Sugiyama, 2000). 
After 1991, faamu cultivation was taken up by almost all of the households, 
including those headed by women. Since one female household head had intro-
duced a new method of brewing finger millet beer, the intra-village cash flow 
and the leveling mechanism was reactivated. the beer made with the new 
method required far less processing and ingredients but fetched a relatively high 
price. by frequently making and selling this beer, the female household heads 
could earn enough cash to employ men of other households. the intra-village 
cash circulation emerged again. Supported by the aforementioned “translation” 
of maize into daily food, the leveling mechanism was revitalized (fig. 4).
these women also asked the men who would drink beer “on credit” to pay 
in labor. the men would cultivate faamu fields for the women, so that finally 
they were able to own sizeable faamu fields. The women who sold beer fre-
quently were household heads usually of the generation called the “young 
ones.”(6) these women did not dare make citemene fields that would be big 
enough to support their households, but would join the citemene agricultural 
work of the older female household heads who were often their mothers.(7) 
consequently, the crops harvested in their mothers’ citemene fields were shared 
to be cooked and consumed by the daughters’ households. the “young ones,” 
who were able to secure food for their own household consumption by work-
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ing jointly with their mothers, also asked the men who drank the beer for labor 
to cultivate faamu for their mothers’ households. As a result, almost all of 
the households in the village could engage in faamu cultivation. A two-tiered 
strategy became commonplace, whereby self-sufficiency was secured through 
citemene cultivation and cash earning could be gained through faamu cultiva-
tion.
the equipment necessary for faamu cultivation could be obtained by sim-
ply registering for a loan. trucks sent from the fertilizer company collected the 
maize harvest, and the produce price was nationally set so that for farmers in 
remote areas such as northern province, faamu cultivation was a very profitable 
way of earning cash income.
return to citeMene cultivAtion (1995–1999)
i. the cultivation System and Market liberalization
i term the period after 1995 “return to citemene.” during this period, policy 
shifts shook the basis of faamu cultivation. With the government transition in 
1991, the SAp was wholly embraced. Agricultural pricing policies shifted from 
government control to market control, and faamu cultivation became unprofit-
able. in general, conditions became very severe for those living in remote areas 
Fig. 4.  Leveling mechanism and the cash/labor flow in the expansion of faamu period
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with poor infrastructure in northern province. under market liberalization, peo-
ple in these areas had to compete price-wise with agricultural producers having 
great advantages in transfer distance or in infrastructure. 
 in the villages of chief luchembe, people started to try new and differ-
ent activities to earn cash. the responses of the villages were diverse accord-
ing to their location and the conditions of the Miombo woodland surround-
ing them (oyama, 1999). the villagers who were close to Mpika town with its 
deteriorated woodland aggressively started to make charcoal to earn cash. Some 
villagers relocated in search of pristine Miombo woodland that would enable 
larger citemene fields of higher productivity. These people transported and sold 
citemene crops such as finger millet at markets during the rainy season when 
prices became high, a marketing strategy aimed at earning more cash. this was 
due to seasonal changes in the price of produce resulting from market liber-
alization. this strategy spread in just a few years to nearby villages, and now 
selling the crops in tune with the seasonal fluctuations of market prices has 
become common. Such changes were also made possible by the “heritage” of 
the era of faamu expansion: the sale of agricultural products had become a 
common way of earning cash, and many households had purchased bicycles 
with the cash that they earned with faamu cultivation.
ii. the prevalence and decline of pig Keeping 
between 1995 and 1997 M-village had 19 households, of which 8 were 
female-headed (fig. 5). in this village, the young and middle-aged generations 
who bore the expansion of faamu cultivation have gained political authority in 
the village. After 1994, free-range pig keeping became popular in M-village. A 
household headed by a middle-aged man was the first to keep pigs, which were 
bought from his wife’s natal village. Six months later, another middle-aged man 
bought some pigs from some other villages. the pigs reproduced, and some 
were slaughtered and the meat was exchanged for faamu labor. Some pigs were 
exchanged for maize and goats. the villagers that obtained pork in exchange 
Fig. 5.  Kinship relations in M-village in 1995
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for labor liked the taste of pork and the fact that pigs reproduced well; they 
started to keep pigs themselves.
At first, it was common to obtain pigs in exchange for maize. Gradually 
more opportunities arose for obtaining pigs in exchange for labor or goats, 
which made it possible for households without maize or cash to raise pigs on 
their own. Many villagers started to concentrate labor on pig keeping and aban-
doned faamu cultivation altogether. After 1997, M-village households mostly 
pursued a double-tiered livelihood strategy of securing self-sufficiency through 
citemene cultivation and raising pigs for cash. 
however, pig keeping was suddenly abandoned in 1999. in August 2000, 
only one household kept pigs in a pigsty. other villagers had sold or eaten their 
pigs, or had exchanged pigs for goats. Some villagers started to keep goats in 
pens, which enabled them to collect goat manure to fertilize vegetable gardens 
that they cultivated in the dambo grassland.
villagers gave the following reasons for abandoning pigs. first, pigs severely 
damaged citemene crops such as cassava and sweet potatoes. the villagers par-
ticularly noted an incident that they memorialized as “the lesson of 1998.” that 
year, the finger millet harvest was very poor due to irregular rainfall; this was 
followed by a severe food shortage during the 1999 rainy season. the villag-
ers tried to survive on cassava and sweet potatoes. however, pigs went to the 
citemene fields near the village, where they dug up and ate the cassava and 
sweet potatoes that the villagers had been counting on.(8) this experience also 
made people realize the importance of citememe cultivation. Second, chief 
luchembe declared a prohibition on free-range pig keeping due to cases of 
murrain, a highly infectious disease, spreading through the pig population. 
iii. the return to citemene and the Diversification of Market Strategies
the cultivation system of this period is characterized as follows: 1) faamu 
cultivation declined, 2) citemene acreage increased, 3) the increase of the 
citemene acreage was more clearly observed among female-headed households 
due to the change in the labor distribution, 4) mpomboloke (long mound culti-
vation) and ibala (small-scale mound cultivation) were revived, 5) goat keeping 
in pens and the use of goat manure in vegetable gardens in the dambo grass-
land began, 6) a sales strategy utilizing the seasonal fluctuation of market prices 
was devised, and 7) a daily cooperation unit between female household heads 
and unmarried young men was observed.
in 1997, the distribution of chemical fertilizers and agricultural products was 
completely liberalized to become market oriented. the villagers returned to 
citemene cultivation and revived the ibala, small-scale mound cultivation in the 
abandoned faamu fields. They started to earn cash by selling citemene crops at 
the market instead of maize. The villagers tended to hold on to the finger mil-
let harvest until the rainy season when the price of produce increased in the 
market. if there was an immediate need for small amounts of money, they 
would transport the citemene crops to the Mpika town market to sell.
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 Modes of selling also diversified according to the purpose of expenditure, as 
follows. 1) Selling at the Mpika town market in any season: persons in urgent 
need of money transport and sell crops without regard to market price fluctua-
tions. 2) peddling: persons needing a certain amount of money continuously 
can peddle crops, a classic way of selling foods. 3) “Bizinesi”: A person want-
ing to make a profit and a fair amount of money can try to reach the Zambia- 
tanzania border and sell the crops.(9) the price of produce is usually much 
higher there than at the Mpika town market.(10) transporting crops to and sell-
ing them at the border is called “bizinesi.” the word bizinesi itself was derived 
from the English word “business” and means “profitable sale in a modern way.” 
 the acreage of citemene fields increased by approximately 1.4 times on 
average compared with the acreage during the era of faamu expansion. the 
increase in acreage was quite clear among female-headed households, where 
holdings became 1.2 to 2 times larger than in the era of faamu expansion, due 
to reasons described below. the system of making long mounds, mpomboloke, 
was revived. villagers even made two parallel long mounds around the edges 
of citemene fields, where they planted sweet potatoes and beans. Some villagers 
began making mounds for ibala cultivation in abandoned faamu fields to plant 
beans and groundnuts, which were also sold at market. Maize is seldom part of 
the daily diet but finger millet and cassava once again became staple foods. 
SeArch for A neW livelihood StrAtegy (2000– )
 i. “Bisinesi” Sales Strategy and vegetable cultivation in the Dambo grassland
fig. 6 shows the kinship relations of M-village in 2000. in 1999, several 
young male villagers started cultivating the dambo, a seasonally flooded grass-
land, to grow vegetables such as chinese cabbage, spinach, and onions, using 
goat manure collected in the pens. in the early 1980s, some villagers attempted 
to cultivate vegetable gardens, but only as a small-scale trial. It was difficult 
then to get the chemical fertilizer necessary to grow vegetables in dambo gar-
dens. After the mid-1980s, when the supply of chemical fertilizer became abun-
dant, people were so busy opening their own faamu cultivation fields that they 
had no interest in cultivating vegetable gardens in the grassland. the vegeta-
ble gardens in this era of return to citemene have been much easier to maintain 
than in the early 1980s because goat manure, which according to villagers is “very 
powerful” for growing vegetables, can be collected in the pens for free, thereby 
eliminating the need for chemical fertilizers. in August 2000, 14 young villagers 
under the age of 30 were engaged in growing vegetables in the dambo grass-
land gardens near the villages. they sold the vegetables in their village and 
nearby villages. in most cases, they exchanged vegetables for citemene crops 
such as finger millet, beans, sweet potatoes, and groundnuts. After a certain 
amount of crops were collected, they transported them to the market by bicycle 
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and would sell them using sales strategies such as the bizinesi strategy noted 
above. in other words, growing vegetables was coupled with bizinesi to activate 
the selling of citemene crops. 
Apparently, several female household heads, seeking greater profits, entrusted 
the young vegetable growers with their citemene crops to sell by bizinesi, as 
female household heads tended to lack the labor and time needed to trans-
port and sell crops at the market. for example, the household head of no. 4 in 
fig. 6, who had no male labor within the household, asked a young 20 year-
old man to take her citemene crops to the market to sell, whenever she needed 
some money. the young man usually lived in no. 28 household (his dead 
mothers’ younger sister’s household) but frequently went to his “grandmother’s,” 
the household head of no. 4, and ate with this household. Several examples 
were observed of such daily cooperative units between vegetable growers (at 
the same time, bizinesi keepers) and female household heads, formed along 
matrilineal kinship ties. 
ii. the emergence of finger Millet as an important cash crop
in 2000, there were only two households within M-village and n-village 
that cultivated maize with chemical fertilizer. A young husband of one of these 
households engaged in ibala cultivation without fertilizer to plant beans that 
were then transported to and sold at the town market. With the profits from 
his bean sales, he bought a set of chemical fertilizers and hybrid maize seeds 
to cultivate faamu. he intended to use the maize harvest for self-consumption, 
which would enable him to keep his finger millet until the rainy season to sell 
at a high price. He explained, “If you hold the finger millet until the rainy sea-
son, you can enjoy a high profit with which you can get enough chemical fer-
tilizer and maize seeds to maintain faamu cultivation as well as citemene culti-
vation. then you don’t have to worry about hunger.”
interviews suggested the same tendencies in other households. people placed 
















not l iving in the village
Fig. 6.  Kinship relations in M-village in 2000
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have accomplished an adaptation to the market economy by diversifying the 
sales strategy for citemene crops, as well as securing a level of self-sufficiency. 
finger millet has become a much more important crop as a food staple and a 
source of cash income. In other words, finger millet has emerged as an impor-
tant cash crop. However, it is important to note that finger millet is not merely 
a cash crop; it is a multi-purpose crop that allows people to flexibly change 
its usage. According to the socioeconomic conditions, the villagers have the 
option of using finger millet for earning cash or for self-consumption. This has 
enhanced the worth of finger millet and, as a result, has increased the worth of 
the citemene cultivation system.
iii. villagers’ continuing experiments 
the pioneers who led the faamu cultivation boom also reevaluated the worth 
of citemene to open bigger citemene fields to secure food for self-consumption 
and for earning cash. At the same time, they are continuing to experiment with 
new crops and new cultivation methods. 
 for example, a middle-aged man of household no. 14 cultivated sorghum, 
sesame, sunflowers, and Irish potatoes in his ibala mound cultivation fields in 
order to find an effective cash crop. He also opened nearly 60 ares (1.5 acres) 
of citemene fields, much more than he needed for self-consumption, from 
which he harvested finger millet, cassava, and beans for sale. Another middle-
aged man of the neighboring n-village built his house near the dambo grass-
land, apart from the main village. he started to cultivate mounds without using 
chemical fertilizer in the abandoned faamu fields; he planted sorghum, caster 
beans, and sunflower for trial in addition to more traditional crops such as 
beans, groundnuts, sweet potatoes, and cassava. he also started to cultivate in 
the dambo grassland, which had not been used before, to try opening semi- 
permanent fields of finger millet and sorghum, as well as to make a small 
orchard of lemon, orange, guava, and avocado trees. 
in addition to these trials, he joined an informal group of people selling har-
vests of finger millet and sorghum by bizinesi. this group, which consisted of 
three n-villagers, was planning to build up an improved cultivation system cou-
pled with an improved sales strategy. the improved cultivation system that they 
designed combined the three cultivation methods of citemene, ibala, and semi-
permanent fields, the main crops of which were finger millet in citemene, sor-
ghum and beans in ibala, and maize in semi-permanent fields. This system 
enabled them to secure self-sufficiency as well as the possibility of dealing with 
the seasonal and annual fluctuations of market prices and demands.
iv. two different principles
Although these examples are the most trailblazing, the same general atti-
tude toward the market is shared by most of the villagers. it has become com-
mon for villagers to choose when and where they sell their crops. this attitude 
clearly contrasts with that of exchanging goods within the village and among 
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the villages where items are mainly bartered. the young male villagers would 
exchange the vegetables they grew for finger millet and beans, but despite the 
price fluctuations of the market, the rate of exchanging vegetables and citemene 
crops is almost fixed throughout the year.
Currently, finger millet beer is seldom purchased with cash but is exchanged 
for labor. Young vegetable growers often drink finger millet beer (brewed by 
the new method) in exchange for the vegetables they grow. therefore, female 
household heads who sell finger millet beer acquire plenty of male labor to 
cut trees for citemene and have been able to open citemene fields of 40 to 50 
ares (1 to 1.2 acres). The finger millet beer brewed using the traditional method 
is still sold for cash, creating an intra-village cash flow and eventually serv-
ing to level differences in cash income among the villagers. A female house-
hold head who harvested plenty of finger millet tended to brew beer frequently 
for free communal drinking. even if she brewed beer for sale, she would offer 
between a quarter and a third of her materials to brew beer for communal 
drinking, just as villagers used to do in the era of a subsistence economy based 
on As stated above, the villagers seem to follow two different principles, one 
of which serves to integrate them with the market economy and the other of 
which reflects the ethics of village life. The latter principle contributes to the 
exchange of materials apart from the cash economy, which becomes one of the 
mechanisms of social security to maintain subsistence stability under the rapidly 
changing socioeconomic conditions of Zambia.
SuMMAry And concluSionS
i. the process of change and the updated Subsistence Strategy based on citemene 
cultivation
the most considerable change observed over these 20 years is that the exis-
tence of the market has become much more relevant to the villagers’ subsis-
tence strategies. Selling crops is no longer unfamiliar to the villagers in their 
quest for cash. People are well aware of the mutual relations between the fluc-
tuations of the market economy and the quantity of their own cash income. 
they began to choose when and where they sold crops because they recognized 
the difference in prices between the seasons and the markets. they also seek 
profitable crops to sell at the market through their own trial-and-error processes 
and daily observations of other villagers’ behavior. throughout the experience of 
the relevance and the decline of faamu cultivation, the people in M-village and 
n-village have enhanced their opportunities to engage in the national economy. 
life in the bemba villages has become much more involved in wider socioeco-
nomic systems.
however, it must be noted that such changes have been accomplished with-
out producing any noticeable economic disparity among the villagers, or any 
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great reform of the village social structure. rather, the process of change 
has been brought about by the leveling mechanism, which clearly reflects the 
unique logic of bemba village life. the following four tendencies of the pro-
cess of change are continuing characteristics of the bemba village: 1) citemene 
have been updated and maintained as a central part of subsistence according 
to changes in external socioeconomic conditions, 2) securing a level of self- 
sufficiency is the basic standard of choosing subsistence strategies, 3) the crops 
accepted as cash crops are available both for self-consumption and for sale, 
allowing villagers to use the crop according to external socioeconomic condi-
tions, and 4) patterns of change have been evident in all of the eras outlined 
above.
these tendencies are supported by the following characteristics of bemba 
society. first, loose social ties within a household make it possible for villag-
ers to flexibly reform the daily cooperation unit of production and consumption. 
reform of the unit is mainly brought up along the “traditional” matrilineal kin-
ship ties. note that the reform of units of cooperation between younger female 
household heads and elder female headed household heads set the stage for the 
expansion of faamu cultivation. Second, food and labor circulation beyond the 
household level occurs daily, which serves to level economic disparities between 
households and to secure a level of self-sufficiency for the whole village. Third, 
the leveling mechanism helps encourage the circulation of cash, goods, and 
labor within the village. it eventually ensures the people a relatively autono-
mous intra-village life that follows different principles of production, distribu-
tion, and consumption. the basic features of bemba village society include the 
potential to cope with external factors such as macro-socioeconomic changes. 
it is particularly notable that there always has been somebody who tries new 
crops or new cultivation methods. on the basis of each villager’s experiments, 
others have found ways to cope with the changing socioeconomic conditions. 
for example, during the faamu period, even though it seemed to be most effec-
tive to cultivate maize for cash, the household head of no. 14 tried to grow 
sorghum and finger millet using chemical fertilizer so that he could compare 
the harvest to a non-fertilized harvest. An elderly man of n-village tried barley, 
caster beans, irish potatoes, and sorghum in his citemene field. He also tried to 
make a new crop rotation of seven to eight years. 
other villagers’ behavior is a very important information source. by carefully 
observing behavior and results, each villager can judge if the method and crops 
are suitable or not. the high mobility of bemba villagers contributes to their 
observations of other villagers’ behaviors. for example, they often visit their 
relatives and friends who live in remote areas and stay for a few months; these 
trips and stays provide them with an opportunity to observe foreign crops and 
agricultural methods practices. the faamu cultivation boom is based on such 
a process of a few pioneers being observed by others (Kakeya & Sugiyama, 
1987). processes such as former city dwellers hiring labor for faamu cultivation, 
a new method of brewing beer developed by a young female household head, 
and free-range pig keeping by a middle-aged man, are other good examples of 
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such innovation. 
this pattern of change is not newly invented but has evolved throughout 
the history of the bemba, at least since the colonial period. in this respect, 
the effects of macro-socioeconomic change, such as the infiltration of the cash 
economy, agricultural modernization, and market liberalization, have presented 
great similarities for the villagers to cope with. they have maintained an auton-
omous system based on their own logic in dealing with external socioeconomic 
changes; this logical decision-making process has been strengthened by empiri-
cal knowledge accumulated through 20 years of experience.
ii. What the villagers learned from their experiences
the villagers reported that their 20 years of experience from the beginning of 
the faamu cultivation era, including the massive policy shift following 1991 and 
the SAp, has taught them the following. first, the citemene system fits the pres-
ent condition of their area both in natural and socioeconomic aspects. Second, 
securing a level of self-sufficiency is an essential livelihood strategy under the 
present socioeconomic conditions of Zambia. In pursuing self-sufficiency, main-
taining the citemene system is inevitable. third, the basic standard for accept-
ing a newly introduced crop is that the crop be edible. Whether the crop can 
be used in the daily diet is essential in its evaluation. Fourth, affluence depends 
on the quality of the Miombo woodland of this area. As “the lesson of 1998” 
revealed, the citemene system depends on the relationship between the Miombo 
woodland and the fertility of crops. in other words, villagers recognize the 
importance of environmental sustainability through the logic of “securing self-
sufficiency.”
given this recognition, it must be pointed out that the enclosure of the 
Miombo woodland by the tAZArA corridor development project poses a cru-
cial problem. the ecological sustainability of the citemene system is at risk. the 
villagers have been excluded from parts of the Miombo woodland that they had 
always utilized widely but sparingly. the bemba way of utilizing the wood-
land has been the base ensuring the continuous reform of subsistence strategies 
according to changing socioeconomic conditions, as well as offering subsistence 
stability to the village as a whole. 
villagers were given the chance to register for rights to cultivation plots in 
the project area a few years ago. however, the offer was rejected by most of 
the villagers because the registry conditions required permanent field cultivation 
and prohibited citemene cultivation within the project area. Although the people 
were aware of the impending shortage of woodland, nobody dared to risk giv-
ing up citemene cultivation and shifting to a permanent cultivation system. the 
villagers recognized the risks of a permanent cultivation system given the area’s 
environment. 
the dilemma of the villagers clearly shows that the development direction of 
the tAZArA corridor development project basically differs from the villagers’ 
practical logic. They regard permanent field cultivation as too risky to depend 
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on entirely. they said that if they continued cutting citemene without moving to 
another area, the cycle of cutting woodland would be shortened, which would 
lead to a rapid decrease in the harvest. According to interviews with the vil-
lagers, there are some options. first, they could move to another area to seek 
Miombo woodland. Second, if the Miombo woodland deteriorates, they could try 
to adopt the techniques of the lala or the namwanga people living in already 
deteriorated Miombo woodland areas, in order to accommodate the foreseen 
woodland shortage. the villagers who choose to maintain citemene cultivation 
face an increasingly less amenable environment. they must continuously seek 
an effective way to manage these issues.
Several studies have examined the effects of the infiltration of a cash econ-
omy on local agricultural systems and have shown the diverse directions taken 
by local people. the most common tendency is for a monoculture of cash 
crops to become widespread, altering or destroying the local agricultural system. 
however, some other papers have reported situations in which the local agricul-
tural system enables the integration of the cash economy.
for example, the Matengo people who live in the mountainous area of south-
western Tanzania introduced coffee cultivation in permanent fields to earn cash 
(Araki, 2000; itani, 1998). even though they do not consume the coffee that 
they cultivate, they use intense care including the use of fertilizers in coffee 
cultivation. on the other hand, they have maintained the local cultivation sys-
tem called ngolo, a type of pit cultivation, to cultivate beans and maize which 
are their staple foods. they enjoy high productivity using the ngolo pit culti-
vation system, which enables them to secure self-sufficiency; at the same time, 
they earn a large amount of money by selling coffee, cultivated using chemical 
fertilizer. in other words, they chose a two-tiered strategy. 
The Bemba people, unlike the Matengo, have confirmed the importance of 
self-sufficiency and the cultivations of food crops that they can consume. By 
this standard of evaluation, the citemene cultivation system was revalued and 
reinterpreted into an updated mode to accommodate the villagers’ adaptations to 
the market economy. 
in searching for ways of integrating local socio-environmental sustainability 
and the market economy in wider economic and political contexts, researchers 
must carefully record the knowledge accumulated from the experiences of local 
people and clarify the logic derived from such experiences. 
noteS
(1) ‘ci’ in the bemba notation corresponds to ‘chi’ in roman notation. bemba words will 
be written in singular form.
(2) M-village was dissolved in 1986 because of a social conflict within the village. About 
half of the households moved to neighboring n-village, where our research base was 
then located. however, in 1996, M-village was rebuilt again, not far from the former 
site of the old village.
(3) oyama estimated the optimum fallow period to be “16 years in the tree cutting area and 
35–40 years in the garden (inside of the citemene field) in order to achieve the sustain-
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able utilization of the Miombo woodland, and a certain level of finger millet produc-
tion” (oyama, 1996: 114).
(4) This classification is based on our previous paper presented at the COE international 
conference held in 2001 in Kyoto (Kakeya et al., 2001). Based on the classification in 
2001, the discussion was developed into our paper published in 2006 (Kakeya et al., 
2006). In that paper, we showed the following five periods: 1) subsistence economy 
based on citemene cultivation (–1985), 2) spread of faamu cultivation (1986–1990), 3) 
expansion of faamu cultivation (1991–1994), 4) return to citemene (1995–1999), and 5) 
search for a new livelihood strategy (2000–2006).
(5) in villages M and n, experimental cultivation of maize was begun around 1982 by 
three pioneers who used chemical fertilizers that they had procured.
(6) Most of “the elders” rejected the brewing of beer by the newly introduced method, say-
ing “this is not the real bemba beer. this is children’s drink!” instead, they insisted on 
opening citemene big enough to secure daily food as well as the raw material for brew-
ing the “real bemba beer.” 
(7) it is a common practice in the bemba’s matrilineal society that married daughters and 
their mothers work together and share their harvest from the citemene fields.
(8) consequently, some villagers had to relocate to live with relatives in other villages 
where there were plenty of citemene crops. it is said that quite a few people who mainly 
cultivated faamu rather than citemene suffered from hunger that year. they moved to 
other villages where they made citemene fields big enough to secure staple food and 
temporally worked for food.
(9) both men and women can try to do “bizinesi,” but it is more likely for unmarried young 
men to engage in this business. 
(10) the price of one gallon of finger millet at the Mpika town market was 1,000 Kwa-
cha in the dry season in 2000, whereas in the rainy season the price reached 30,000–
35,000 Kwacha. At the market near the Zambia-tanzania border, more than 20,000 
Kwacha was considered a reasonable price even in the dry season. in August 2000, 
3,200 Kwacha was equal to one uS dollar.
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